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LP   Prefinished   Siding  
Paint   &   Warranty  

 
Your   home   spends   all   of   its   life   outside   and   exposed   to   the   elements   of   nature.   It   collects   dust  

and   dirt   and   is   subjected   to   intense   UV   rays   from   the   sun.    It   takes   on   all   the   punishment   the  
environment   can   muster.   The   exterior   coating   or   paint   on   your   home   is   designed   to   be   beautiful   and  
protective   to   the   substrate   beneath   from   all   of   those   environmental   conditions.    If   you   have   been  
looking   into   residing   your   home   or   building   a   new   home;   you   most   likely   have   come   across   LP  
Smartside   as   an   exterior   cladding   option.   If   you   have,   you’ve   probably   also   noticed   a   range   of  
different   prices   and   colors   that   are   available   depending   on   where   you   shopped   for   your   LP   Smartside.  
These   differences   are   because   of   the   many   prefinishing   companies   that   paint   LP   Smartside   with  
varying   qualities   of   paint   and   the   number   of   coats   applied   to   the   surface   of   the   siding.  

The   least   expensive   version   of   LP   Smartside   is   going   to   come   in   primed.   All   prefinishers   will  
apply   a   base   coat   of   primer   specific   to   each   substrate   and   season.   It   is   highly   recommended   that  
primed   products   be   field   finished   no   later   than   sixty   days   after   installation.     While   the   price   point   of  
primed   siding   might   seem   appealing   there   are   many   more   benefits   to   purchasing   prefinished   siding.  
Purchasing   prefinished   siding   will   ensure   that   you   have   a   superior   paint   job   on   your   siding.   You   will  
have   a   more   uniform   finish   without   the   cost   of   hiring   a   professional   painter   and   being   subject   to   the  
weather   to   complete   the   job   in   the   field.   Factory   prefinishing   eliminates   shrink   lines   and   overspray,  
keeping   your   job   neat   and   appealing.   

By   purchasing   prefinished   material   you   have   immediate   protection   on   your   siding   and   less   of   a  
chance   of   developing   moisture   problems.    Now   you   might   be   thinking,    surely   that   will   limit   the   colors   I  
have   to   choose   from,     rest   assured   most   prefinishing   companies   can   color   match   any   Sherwin  
Williams   or   PPG   color,   leaving   you   with   hundreds   of   options!    It’s   important   to   keep   in   mind   that   most  
exterior   paints   will   eventually   lose   their   color   integrity,   the   rate   of   this   fade   will   vary   on   brand   and  
color,   as   darker   colors   tend  
to   fade   faster.   However  
prefinishers   do   warranty  
their   paint   process   in  
varying   degrees   throughout  
the   industry,   providing   you  
some   peace   of   mind.   

There   are   two   main  
types   of   factory   machine  
prefinishing   methods:   flood  
coat   or   spray   technology.  
The   flood   coating   system   is  
one   of   the   most   traditional  
ways   of   prefinishing   siding   panels,   be   it   wood   or   LP   Smartside.   This   prefinishing   method   is   used   by   a  
variety   of   different   companies   such   as   Legacy   Pre-Finishing,   INC.,   locally   to   us   you   will   find   EA   Allen  
Lumber   utilizing   this   technique.    As   you   can   see   in   the   diagram,   paint   is   poured   over   the   surface   of  
the   product   and   distributed   with   multiple   rollers.   This   technique   does   the   job   but   often   has   a  
tremendous   amount   of   wasted   paint.   Also   this   method   doesn’t   cover   as   evenly   or   consistently   as  



other   spray   methods.   Once   the   siding   has   been   coated   to   your   order   specifications,   one($)   or   two  
coats($$),   the   product   is   then   dried   in   a   temperature   controlled   convection   dryer   and   packaged  
immediately   for   shipping.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The   spray   method   begins   in   much   the   same   way   as   the   flood   coating   when   it   comes   to   prepping   the  
material.   Once   the   siding   is   cleaned   and   pre-heated   to   enhance   the   adhesion   of   the   paint   to   the   siding,   it  
is   fed   through   a   spray   system   and   covered   with   computer   controlled   consistent   layers   of   coating.   This  
allows   for   a   more   accurate   finish   and   produces   less   waste!   To   finish   the   siding,   the   boards   are   placed   into  
a   convection   oven   for   drying.    This   technique   is   used   by   many   prefinishers   including   Cedar   Siding,   Inc.   

Some   prefinishing   companies   will   simply   list   their   coating   technique   as   machine   applied   coatings**   this  
language   is   very   generic   and   basically  
encompasses   every   technique   except   hand  
painting.   

  A   higher   end   variation   of   the   spray   method  
has   been   developed   by   a   company   called  
Diamond   Kote.   If   you’ve   done   any   research   on  
LP   Smartside   I’m   sure   you’ve   come   across  
this   name.   Diamond   Kote   has   not   only  
developed   their   own   spray   technique,   more  
similar   to   automobile   spray   finish,   but   they’ve  
also   developed   their   own   paints.   The   Diamond  
Kote($$$)   process   is   fully   automated   with  
robotic   sprayers   and   cannot   be   duplicated   on   site   or   with   flood   coating   applications.   Their   coating   is   so  
tough   it’s   actually   described   as   scratch-resistant!   In   addition   to   that   their   paints   are   developed   from   pure  
metal   oxide   colorants   extracted   from   rocks,   which   means   for   you   as   a   homeowner,   that   their   finish   won't  
fade   over   time   and   is   protected   from   destructive   UV   rays.   

Let’s   talk   about   warranties!   LP   Smartside   carries   a   50-year   prorated   limited   warranty.   The   proration  
period   works   as   follows;   for   the   first   five   years   from   the   date   of   installation   the   siding   is   covered   to   an  
amount   equal   to   the   cost   that   fails   to   comply   with   the   specified   terms   listed   in   the   warranty.   From   year   six  
to   forty   nine   from   the   date   of   installation,   the   siding   is   covered   equal   to   the   cost   of   similar   wood   based  
replacement   product   but   does   not   include   labor   or   additional   charges   minus   an   annual   prorated   reduction  
of   2.22%   per   year.   (6th   year,   2.22%,   7th   year   4.44%).    LP   Smartside’s   warranty   does   not   cover   the   finish  
on   the   product,   that   warranty   will   come   from   the   prefinisher   of   the   panel   you   purchased!   



  Finish   warranties   can   be   a   little   more   complicated   and   we   highly   recommend   you   read   and   understand  
the   fine   print   of   a   prefinish   before   making   a   purchase.    Your   prefinishing   selection   should   be   based   on  
what   works   best   for   you   as   a   homeowner.   How   much   maintenance   are   you   willing   to   do   to   maintain   your  
siding   investment?   What   works   best   for   your   budget?    Many   prefinishers   offer   15-year   or   30-year   limited  
warranties   on   their   finishes,   however   oftentimes   in   the   warranty   information   they   specify   mandatory  
maintenance   you   must   do   to   maintain   that   warranty.   Including   cleaning,   caulking   and   even   repainting   the  
product.   Also   if   your   finish   is   damaged   because   the   substrate   failed,   warped,   cracked,   shrank,   or  
brokedown   the   finish   warranty   does   not   apply   to   this   type   of   damage.   Additionally,   if   you   are   planning   on  
selling   your   home,   know   that   some   warranties   are   only   available   to   the   original   owner   and   are   not  
transferable.   

As   homeowners,   we   can   not   stress   to   our   customers   enough   about   the   importance   of   keeping   records!  
If   you   ever   find    yourself   in   a   situation   where   you   have   developed   an   issue   with   your   siding;   be   it   vinyl,   LP  
Smartside,   or   Hardie   Board,   keeping   records   of   your   purchases   is   a   vital   step   in   any   warranty   claim.  
When   it   comes   to   a   prefinishing   warranty   it   is   all   the   more   crucial   because   once   the   boards   are   painted  
there   are   no   distinguishing   features   that   will   tell   you   what   company   prefinished   your   siding   panel.   Hang   on  
to   your   receipts,    fill   out   that   warranty   information   and   maintain   your   investment   to   keep   your   home  
beautiful   for   the   foreseeable   future.   

For   more   information   on   warranties,   products,   and   coatings   visit   the   links   provided   on   the   cover   page.  
 


